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CALL TO ACTION 
Following two days of meetings in Macau, we are reiterating our negative thesis on the Macau 

stocks. December could mark the low in investor sentiment but any recovery continues to look 

further and further away. I was hoping for the emergence of a catalyst and/or signs of a 

fundamental bottom. Alas, I was disappointed.   

 

TAKEAWAYS 
Negativity reigned with most of our contacts, who are essentially writing-off 2015. Expectations 

are that this week’s revenues will be extremely soft due to the Chinese President’s visit to 

Macau on December 19th and 20th. Most of our contacts continue to believe the Chinese 

government will be supportive of Macau and that current government measures are not aimed 

at specifically hurting Macau. Recent government actions, however, suggest that the 

government may not be too fond of casino activity. 

 

While the casinos were fairly busy on the main floors, it was clear that the high end premium 

Mass customer continue to stay away while revenue per visitor is declining. Table minimums 

appear to have been lowered. Remember, the concessionaires ratcheted up minimum bets 

beginning in July 2013 which contributed to very difficult comparisons. Here is the latest 

information: 
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MGM joined LVS, MPEL, and SJM in reclassifying some Premium Mass tables to Direct VIP. The 

discontinuance of phone proxy betting is clearly having an impact on the Sands China 

properties and Wynn Macau. 

 

While no longer universal, the operators mostly maintain that the smoking ban is not having an 

impact but we disagree. A ban on smoking in the VIP rooms could be the next shoe to drop in 

Q1 2015. 

 

We’ve seen gaming companies historically cut costs in the face of lower demand. However, 

politically, it would be dangerous for the concessionaires to lay off staff. Other than lower 

commissions (variable costs) we struggle to see how the casinos can significantly lower their 

cost structures. 

 
The Chinese government’s latest anti-corruption program hit the newswires after my meetings 

so we don’t have any additional color. Under the new enforcement effort both the Mainland 

Chinese Government as well as the Economic Crimes Investigation Bureau within Macau 

Ministry of Public Security will now have electronic access to all UnionPay transactions in an 

effort to crack down on money laundering in Macau. This is obviously a big negative for Macau, 

depending on how deep the scrutiny. 

 

Focus on non-gaming:  this is more than just posturing – we think the government is serious and 

could force the concessionaires into meaningful but low ROI capex, possibly as part of the 

license renewal process. 

 

Management teams are very aware that estimates remain stubbornly high. Our Street low 

estimates probably need to go lower. 
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CONCLUSION  
Today, we see neither fundamental support nor evidence that causes us to change our bearish 

Macau thesis. Hedgeye’s CEO Keith McCullough often reminds us “market tops and bottoms 

are processes, not points in time.”   
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